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BEST BET R8 19:23

Mischievous
Lou

Fawn
B

T: Ned Snow
$1.7

The Hound Says: Serious up and comer and she
carved out a slick 5.30 early before stopping the
clock in a cracking 30.38 last week. Wins easily if
she repeats

NEXT BEST R3 17:42

Shimmering
Light

Black
D

T: Renald Attard
$2.0

The Hound Says: Armed with blistering early
speed and he is getting stronger with every run.
Should cross through the bend and can break up
the field mid race, go close.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 3,1,7 
Race 6 - 1,3,4,5 
Race 7 - 2,1,5 
Race 8 - 6 

$20 For 55.55%

R1 TAB VENUE MODE Maiden 520m 17:07

SLEEK KARMA (2) has been handily placed in her
past four and she should appreciate the rise in
distance. Should clear the red early and she will
give them something to catch. FAWN OUTLAW (1)
has shown improvement of late and he is drawn
to get all the breaks, while RHODES MAREE (7)
will be very strong in the closing stages.
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R2 SKY RACING Maiden 520m 17:22

The improving SLEEK CHARM (6) is still learning
but she has turned in some handy performances
to date and she should be able to settle in the
first half. ICE COOL CHICK (3) has been placed in
two of her past three and she will dial up the
pressure in the middle stages, while TIGER TOAST
(1) was far from disgraced when placed here last
week.
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R3 WWW.IPSWICHGREYHOUNDS.COM NOV 520m 17:42

SHIMMERING LIGHT (8) is armed with slick early
speed and he appears to be getting stronger with
every run. A clean getaway will see him cross at
the bend and he can break them up mid race.
TOGATUKI (7) was brilliant when placed here last
week and she just needs a little luck in running,
while SO DAPPER (1) is drawn to get all the
breaks.
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R4 DOVER & SONS 3rd/4th Grade 431m 18:06

INSPIRED REASON (4) has a great record here
and he was far from disgraced when placed here
recently. Empty draw helps and he should clear
the inside division mid race. PINK SUMMER (1) is
another who excels here and she has a great
record from this draw, while MODERN SWINGER
(6) has the class edge and he just needs luck
early on.
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R5 GREYHOUNDS MAKE GREAT PETS 4th/5th Grade 630m 18:24

HOLE IN ONE (3) turned in a big performance
when placed here last time and she is getting
stronger with every run over this journey. She
should balance up in the first half, hard to hold
out. KENZIE BASKIN (1) has a great record here
and she is drawn to get all the breaks, while
ARRISON (7) just needs some luck in the early
stages of the race.
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R6 ROSEWOOD VETERINARY SERVICE M5 520m 18:43

BLUE REX (1) has a poor record over this track/
distance, however this race lacks depth and he
regained some confidence with a smart 431m
placing last time out. KEEP TRACKING (3) was a
handy 31.09 winner here recently and she should
run a cheeky race again, while LADY PERIWINKLE
(4) will be on the pace for most of the journey.
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R7 SHIPWRECK AT STUD P5 520m 19:05

HOT TYSON (2) is armed with slick early speed
and this is one of the easiest races he has
contested for some time. He should assume
control quickly and he will prove too good for
these. POCKET PICKER (1) is far better than his
form indicates and he is drawn to settle closer
than normal. RUBYS AND PEARLS (5) has a good
record here.
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R8 CENTURY POOLS 5th Grade 520m 19:23

MISCHIEVOUS LOU (6) is poorly drawn but she
did carve out a sizzling 5.30 early when scoring
here last week and she will continue to get
better. Wins with an ounce of luck early. SINGLE
LADIES (4) has gone to another level in her past
three runs and she should pressure the favourite
throughout. SO YOU SEE (1) can run a cheeky
race.
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R9 CHASE NEWSPAPER 4th/5th Grade 520m 19:50

TARAWI LEE (3) has been racing in consistent
style of late and she is near faultless at box rise.
Pace in one and two is a slight concern but she
can carve them up as she crosses through the
first bend. DELIVERY MAIL (4) is racing with
confidence at present and he will get a nice cart
across early on. SAPPHIRE KING (2) is getting
stronger each time
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R10 GREYHOUND GEAR 5th Grade 431m 20:10

HERE'S HOWIE (6) will need some luck from the
tough draw, however he has recorded back to
back smart wins here recently and he should
have enough pace to cross early. SOME IDEA (1)
is racing with confidence and she is drawn to be
on the pace from the outset, while PUMP MY
TYRE (2) has the talent and may be the value
runner.
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R11 M & K BUTCHERS 5th Grade 431m 20:28

JAY MAC (8) is far better than his form indicates
and he should be ready to fire after two runs
since resuming. He will appreciate the drop in
class and he can light them up mid race. MORSE
CODE (6) was a smart 25.28 winner here two
runs back and he will be strong in the run home.
SIRIUS TODD (3) is showing some promise.
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